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We are delighted and honoured to introduce this special issue of Molecular Physics celebrating the 
achievements and contributions of Jean-Pierre Hansen over the last five decades.  Jean-Pierre is a 
highly renowned figure in the area of theory and simulation of fluids with seminal papers that have 
established lines of investigation for countless researchers. The contributions by his collaborators, 
friends, and colleagues collected in this issue offer but a small testament of the highest regard and 
esteem in which Jean-Pierre is held. It is particularly fitting to pay Jean-Pierre this tribute in 
Molecular Physics as a past Editor of the journal from 2004 to 2013. 
 
Jean-Pierre Hansen was born in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, a landlocked country bordered by 
Belgium, Germany, and France, on the 10th of May 1942. His father was in charge of Europe’s 
largest rolling mill in Differdange, the home to much of the country's steel production, where Jean-
Pierre spent his early youth. From 1953 to 1960 he attended the lycée (high school) at the Athénée 
Grand-Ducal de Luxembourg. On completing his baccalaureate, Jean-Pierre left Luxembourg for 
Belgium to read engineering at the Université de Liège in Belgium. He then switched to physics 
under the influence of the leading astrophysicist Paul Ledoux, and graduated in July 1964. On 
completing his undergraduate degree, Jean-Pierre started his “Doctorat de Troisième Cycle” under 
the supervision of Bernard Jancovici and Dominique Levesque, with whom he published his first 
paper on a quantum Monte Carlo study of solid 3He and 4He.  Following his Master's studies, Jean-
Pierre started his “Doctorat d’Etat” as a PhD student of Loup Verlet presenting his thesis entitled 
“Contribution à l’Etude des Systèmes de Lennard-Jones classiques et quantiques” in June 1969, 
under the scrutiny of a committee chaired by Jacques Yvon. His seminal paper with Loup Verlet in 
1969 on the phase transitions in the Lennard-Jones system became the seed of countless other 
research papers and studies of the phase equilibria in fluids by computer simulation techniques. On 
completing his PhD Jean-Pierre was promoted to “chargé de recherche” at the Centre National de la 
Recherche Scientifique (CNRS).   
 
As a postdoctoral research associate, Jean-Pierre spent a productive year in 1970-71 at Cornell 
University, where he interacted with Neil Ashcroft, Geoffrey Chester, Jim Krumhansl, Mark Nelkin, 
Roy Pollock, and Ben Widom amongst others.  He met many of the founding fathers of modern 
liquid state theory including Lars Onsager, Berni Alder, Joel Lebowitz, Jerry Percus, and Bob 
Zwanzig at various conferences that year, and forged close relationships with some of his 
contemporaries, particularly David Chandler, Mike Klein, Roy Pollock, and Eduardo Waisman, 
who shared similar interests and who were to become life-long friends.  
 
On his return from Cornell in 1971, Jean-Pierre married Martine. He was appointed Professor of 
Physics at the Université de Paris 6 (now Université Pierre et Marie Curie) in 1973, where he joined 
the “Laboratoire de Physique Théorique des Liquides” headed by Savo Bratos. Jean-Pierre's main 
research focus at the time was on dense ionized matter and plasmas, as exemplified by his excellent 
work with Roy Pollock and Ian McDonald using Monte Carlo simulation. He established his 
research group on liquids, attracting excellent students (including Patrick Vieillefosse and Bernard 
Bernu, who were the first to complete their PhD under Jean-Pierre's supervision, Redha Mazighi, 
Jean-Marc Victor, Gilles Chabrier, and Jean-Louis Barrat) and eminent visitors (including Mike 
Klein, Ian McDonald, Yasha Rosenfeld and Lennard Sjögren in the early days).  Together with Ian 
McDonald, Jean-Pierre masterfully put together the now classic book on “Theory of Simple 
Liquids”, an indispensable read to any postgraduate student learning the ropes of the statistical 
mechanics of fluid systems, which is now fully up-to-date in its fourth edition.  In 1980-81 Jean-
Pierre spent a sabbatical with Philippe Nozières’ theory group at the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL), 
European premier neutron scattering facility in Grenoble, where he met Herbert Capellman, Duncan 
Haldane, Alan Griffin, and John Hayter. This sabbatical in Grenoble kindled his interest in colloidal 
systems, which has remained with Jean-Pierre ever since.  Upon returning to Paris he became 
scientific adviser at the Limeil Centre of the Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique (CEA), where he 
supervised the PhD research of Gilles Zerah and others, and began a long-standing collaboration 
with Jean Clérouin and Philippe Choquard’s group in Lausanne.   
 
An important milestone in Jean-Pierre's career was his move to Lyon in 1987 as research director to 
help establish the new Ecole Normale Supérieure (ENS), a major “Grande Ecole” outside Paris. 
Together with Stephan Fauve, Jean-Pierre founded the Laboratoire de Physique de l’Ecole Normale 
Supérieure de Lyon, which is now one of the most reputable and thriving physics departments in 
France.  As a testament to this, the First Liquid Matter Conference was held at the ENS-Lyon 
(ENSL) in 1990, attracting over 600 participants. The same year Jean-Pierre was awarded the Grand 
Prix de l’Etat of the Académie des Sciences, and in 1992 he was elected to the Institut Universitaire 
de France.  Jean-Pierre's research group at ENS-Lyon included promising young scientists working 
on a broad range of areas, like Jean_Louis Barrat, now at Grenoble, and Gilles Chabrier, now Head 
of astrophysics at ENS-Lyon. He supervised the theses of Lydéric Bocquet, Thierry Biben, Jean-
Noël Roux, Emmanuel Trizac, and Karim Helal, who now hold senior positions at various academic 
institutions. He enjoyed collaborations with numerous renowned international visitors, including 
David Chandler, Mike Klein, Hartmut Löwen, Paul Madden, Jarek Piasecki, and Hiroo Totsuji, 
working on the glass transition, Brownian motion, dense plasmas, and charged colloidal dispersions. 
His papers with Hartmut Löwen and Paul Madden on nonlinear counterion screening in colloidal 
suspensions in 1992-93 offer an excellent example of the key contribution made by Jean-Pierre and 
his collaborators at the time.  During spring of 1991 stared a close interaction with David 
Chandler’s group in Berkeley, where he had been appointed Miller Visiting Professor.  In 1994-95 
he then spent a productive sabbatical year as a Visiting Fellow of Balliol College at the Physical and 
Theoretical Chemistry Laboratory of Oxford University with Mark Child, David Logan, Paul 
Madden, and John Rowlinson.  This visit stimulated his research interest in clay dispersions, leading 
to his statistical model of gelation with Marjolein Dijkstra and Paul Madden. 
 
After ten years in Lyon, Jean-Pierre was elected to the 1968 Chair of Chemistry at Cambridge, 
previously held by John Lennard-Jones, Christopher Longuet-Higgins, and David Buckingham. He 
moved to Cambridge in 1997 as Head of Theoretical Chemistry, starting a group with his first 
Cambridge PhD student, David Goulding, and first postdoctoral fellow, Ard Louis. Shortly after his 
move to Cambridge, the Société Française de Physique awarded him in 1998 the “Prix Spécial”, in 
recognition of the scientific work he carried out in France over a period of over 30 years.  Jean-
Pierre's research in Cambridge focused on the statistical mechanics of complex fluids and 
biomolecular assemblies, as exemplified by his influential papers with Ard Louis and Peter Bolhuis 
on the treatment of polymer coils as soft colloids or his work with Rosalind Allen, Simone 
Melchionna, and Joe Dzubiella on ion channels. Jean-Pierre was elected Fellow of the Royal 
Society a day before his 60th birthday in 2002. Subsequently, the European Physical Society (EPS) 
awarded him their first Liquid Matter Prize in 2005, and the Royal Society awarded him the 
Rumford Medal in 2006. In 2007 Jean-Pierre retired from the 1968 Chair, and he remains a Life 
Fellow of Corpus Christi, one of Cambridge’s oldest Colleges. 
 
On his return to Paris, Jean-Pierre joined the laboratory of his long-time friend Pierre Turq (who 
very sadly passed away in May 2015) at the Université Pierre et Marie Curie, where Jean-Pierre is 
still an active emeritus professor and a source of inspiration for his colleagues. His recent activities 
include research on polyelectrolyte solutions and clays, together with local co-workers, as well as on 
the glass transition, in particular with Jean-Marc Bomont and Giorgio Pastore. In 2013, he was 
awarded the Berni J. Alder CECAM Prize, in recognition of his exceptional contributions to the 
field of microscopic simulation of matter. 
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